Introducing

Holocube
Imagination is no longer compelled
by the limitations of reality

Holocube
The Holocube is a 3D holographic platform
that accentuates your product or campaign
like never before. It is designed and
developed in Belgium and Celebrations
Group holds exclusive rights to Holocube in
New Zealand.

The Holocube is a fully integrated 3D
projection that makes a virtual model of any
product look almost indistinguishable from
the real thing. It is capable of displaying
immaculate resolution levels of the content
being showcased, which creates a life like
perception among viewers.

This cutting edge holographic display
system has created a whole new way to
set your brand apart. It combines the most
advanced modern holographic techniques in
contemporary sleek housing.

The Holocube display technology is
offered in a range of sizes, from 10inch70inch. These hologram solutions can be
incorporated into retail settings, point of sale
displays, exhibitions and even road shows.

How The Holocube Can
Help Your Product Or Service
Holocube is beneficial for many different
uses. It can explode the views of a product,
it can explain a product or a process, it
can even peel layers off a product. The
possibilities are endless. Most things you
can achieve with the Holocube, is far more
superior to having in real life, such as
showing the inner workings of a product or
the human body.
Holocube enables you to bring your
company with you to your exhibition stand,
showcase future products that are not yet
available to bring to your exhibition or if you
have limited space on your stand but would
like to display your entire product line, with
Holocube these problems no longer apply.
Holocube will take care of all your display
requirements.

The Holocube system could be used to
demonstrate how a product or service
could be used. This hologram technology
can show you the inner workings of an
engine or the human body and many other
possibilities that could never really be shown
in high detail and clarity to the human
eye. Other potential uses of the Holocube
is demonstrating scientific explanations
of medicines or pharmaceuticals or
showcasing a product that has not been
launched to the market, to create awareness
and hype prior to the launch.

Benefits
•

The Holocube can be completely
customised to suit your brand or décor

•

Custom content can be created for any
type of activation

•

All content is changeable and is
uploaded by a USB interface

•

The transparent display allows users to
view holographs on both sides of the
unit. This allows for a larger number of
viewers to see projections at one time

•

Displays in stunning detail without
needing any secondary equipment for
viewing

•

Ipads can be used to prompt and
interact with the hologram

Content
Celebrations Group can develop and create
customised content to be played on the
Holocube display. We can create any type
of content, whether you want to showcase
your existing product range, an upcoming
product that will be launched in the near
future or even demonstrating how your
products work or how they benefit your
customers. We have a team of 3D hologram
developers, who can create all content
requirements and transform your product,
service or brand to life.

Interactive Technology
Excelling in an innovative and customer
engaging design, Holocube has been able
to enhance the brand experience for its
customers with complimenting hardware.
This enables Holocube to further arouse
the consumer’s senses and offer a more
compelling and informative presentation.
Our talented and skilled team of creative
designers and content developers are
able to tailor enjoyable and enlightening
applications which work in conjunction
with third party elements, to meet all your
brand needs.

Key Benefits:

Compatible with
iPad model

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

HC Tablet
HC Tablet transforms a tablet computer in
an open-structure, 3D projection platform.
The HC Tablet is a compact eye-catcher
with its classy appearance, rigid body and
transparent screen.

Foldable mirror makes it
easy to bring

Easy attachment of the
tablet into the frame

A rotating mirror guarantees optimal
perception of the virtual hologram from
different viewing angles. The functionality of
the tablet computer gives endless creative
possibilities to the unit.
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Touch functionality
is retained

Ideally for using in retail,
presentations and home
environment
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Key Benefits:

One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

HC 10
HC10 is an open-structure, 3D projection
system with subtle rounding. It’s incredibly
simple to use: just one switch operates the
complete system. The HC10 is a compact
eye-catcher with its classy appearance, rigid
body and transparent screen.

USB interface for easy
uploading of content, and
built-in 40GB hard drive

Excellent reliability:
embedded hardware with
optimized cooling

A rotating head guarantees optimal
perception of the virtual hologram from
different viewing angles. For strength and
impact resistance the bodywork is made
from a single block of aluminum.

Brightness: 1000cd/m2
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Resolution: 1024 x 768
Contrast ratio: 600:1
Active sceen area: 210.4mm x 157.8mm

Can operate in
very small spaces

For use in retail at point
of sale, and in road shows
and exhibitions

Internal storage: 40 GB HDD
Power consumption: 28.6W
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Weight: 10kg

Key Benefits:

HC 15

For use in retail at point
of sale, and in road shows
and exhibitions

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

Excellent reliability:
embedded hardware with
optimized cooling

Brightness: 1600cd/m2
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Resolution: 1024 x 768
Contrast ratio: 700:1
Active sceen area: 15” (381mm)
Internal storage: Memory card
330
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One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

HC15 is a no-nonsense 3D projection
system with ultra-robust aluminum housing.
Its design is driven by the radical reduction
of additions. Not only in form, but above all
in function. Just like every Holocube, the
HC15 is incredibly simple to use: just one
switch operates the complete system. All
of its operations are pre-programmed and
function automatically and independently.
New content can easily be changed and
uploaded using a card reader.

Power consumption: 38W
Weight: 16kg

Key Benefits:

HC 19

For use in retail, exclusive
events or exhibitions

Brightness: 1600cd/m2
Resolution: 1024 x 768
Contrast ratio: 1000:1
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Active sceen area: 19” (376.3mm x 301.1mm)
Internal storage: Menory card
0

Unique and super-slim
aluminium housing with
rounded corners

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions
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One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

Holocube HC19 is a medium-sized 3D
projection system with elegant rounded
corners. The display produced by Holocube
is the result of an extensive study which
lasted approximately five years and focused
on excellence in image quality and functional
terms. The HC19, designed by Joris Vanbriel,
is in fact a sophisticated and technologically
advanced display instrument. The slim
aluminum housing, rounded lines and crystal
clear projection screen are the distinguishing
stylistic features of the Holocube, known
from the first model produced in 2007.
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Power consumption: 45W
Weight: 17.5kg

Key Benefits:

One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

Possibility of connecting
with I-pad or touch screen
(optional package)

For use in retail,
at point- of- sale, and in
road shows and exhibitions

HC 32
Holocube HC32 is a medium-sized 3D
projection system that generates bright,
sharp and clearly visible images. The
HC32 is a true eye-catcher, with its elegant
housing and high brightness 32 inch display
that shows products in their true scale up
to 70 cm width. Its designer has opted for
a minimal structure, characterized by thin
aluminum panels. This creates a lighter
feeling and emphasizes the video hologram.
The strong metal housing and unbreakable
projection plane are specially designed for
use in dedicated environments like such
as public spaces, trade fairs or events. It
can stand on by itself or be integrated in a
custom-branded case.

Brightness: 1000cd/m2
700mm

Resolution: 1366 x 768
569

Contrast ratio: 900:1
Active sceen area: 697mm x 392mm)
Internal storage: Menory card
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Large virtual image size,
up to 700mm width
745

Power consumption: 85W
Weight: 50kg

Key Benefits:

One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

Integrated
speaker system

Possibility of connecting
with I-pad or touch screen
(optional package)

HC 40
Holocube HC32 is a medium-sized 3D
projection system that generates bright,
sharp and clearly visible images. The
HC32 is a true eye-catcher, with its elegant
housing and high brightness 32 inch display
that shows products in their true scale up
to 70 cm width. Its designer has opted for
a minimal structure, characterized by thin
aluminum panels. This creates a lighter
feeling and emphasizes the video hologram.
The strong metal housing and unbreakable
projection plane are specially designed for
use in dedicated environments like such
as public spaces, trade fairs or events. It
can stand on by itself or be integrated in a
custom-branded case.

Brightness: 700cd/m2
Resolution: 1920 x 1080

880mm
667

Contrast ratio: 4000:1
Internal storage: Menory card

Large virtual image size,
up to 880mm width
936
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For use in retail,
at point- of- sale, and in
road shows and exhibitions

Active sceen area: 880mm x 500mm
Power consumption: 170W
Weight: 72kg
Audio: 10W x 2

Key Benefits:

One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

Integrated high-quality
audio system

Full-sized human
projections

HC 70
The HC70 is a two-meter-tall Holocube with
a 70” diagonal screen for full-sized human
projections. All of its operations are preprogrammed and function automatically and
independently. Sensitive components are
well protected by a strong metal housing.
Its elegant octagonal shape and wellstudied details give the HC70 a fascinating
appearance in every setting. The HC 70
is a unique 3D display unit that is perfect
for interactive product messages that
consumers just can‘t ignore.

Brightness: 700cd/m2
Resolution: 1080 x 1920
2054

Contrast ratio: 4000:1
Active sceen area: 1550mm x 872mm
Internal storage: Menory card

For use in retail,
shopping malls,
exhibitions and
roadshows
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Power supply: 90-240 V AC, 50-60 Hz

1080

Weight: 360kg
Audio: 25W x 2

Key Benefits:

HT TOWER
One switch operates the
whole system, and it boots
up in just 10 seconds

3D video holograms
are bright, sharp and
clearly visible in
daylight conditions

Integrated high-quality
audio system

For use in retail,
shopping malls,
exhibitions and roadshows

Holocube Touch Tower is a powerful way
to showcase your product. The elegant
column houses four applications to create a
total product experience: free floating video
images, display of the physical product,
touch pc with website and analog brochure.
The HT Tower and video can be fully
customized to fit your branding and colour.
In todays highly competitive retail market the
HT Tower can differentiate your product from
the competition.

HT TOWER
Dimensions column: 1850 x 510 x 320 mm

HOLOCUBE MODULE 15”

TOUCH MODULE

Power consumption: 55 W

Active screen diagonal: 15” (381 mm)
Active screen area: 304.1 x 228.1 mm

Display: 15,6” Touchscreen-Display
(1366x768)

Contrast ratio: 1000:1
Power supply: 90-240 V AC, 50-60 Hz

Brightness: 1600cd/m2
Resolution: 1024 x 768
Power consumption: 38W
Internal storage: 40GB HDD
Colour: White, Grey

Touchscreen: Single Touch
CPU: Intel Atom Dual Core 330 Processor
Internal storage: 160GB
Memory: 1 GB DDR2
Internet: Wireless and network

Celebrations Group
373 New North Road
Kingsland, Auckland 1021
New Zealand
Phone: +64 9 302 8798
Fax:
+64 9 377 8401
ron.fisher@celebrationsgroup.co.nz
www.celebrationsgroup.co.nz

